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INTRODUCTION

In February 1973, Marily Jo Kelsay was injured in the course of her employment.1 After filing an application for compensation pursuant to the state's worker's compensation act, Kelsay received a settlement award in the amount of $745.50.2 When later dismissed from her job, she alleged it was in retaliation for the filing of her worker's compensation claim.3 Kelsay consequently commenced an action for wrongful discharge against her employer in state court.4

In October 1975 Daniel E. Leach filed a worker's compensation claim against his employer.5 Two weeks later Leach was discharged and, like Ms. Kelsay, instituted an action alleging that his employer had terminated his employment solely because he had filed a worker's compensation claim.6

Both cases came before the Appellate Court of Illinois, Fourth District, in August 1977. In each, the primary issue was whether the plaintiff had stated a cause of action by alleging that he was discharged solely because he had filed a worker's compensation claim.7 In Kelsay v. Motorola, Inc.,8 a panel of the appellate court decided that the plaintiff had failed to state a cause of action.9 Emphasizing that the plaintiff did not have an employment contract with the defendant for a specific term and was therefore em-

---

2 51 Ill. App. 3d at 1017, 366 N.E.2d at 1142. In addition to the flat monetary payment, the settlement required the employer to pay for the plaintiff's medical expenses. Id.
3 Id. at 1016, 366 N.E.2d at 1142.
4 Id. The complaint was framed solely in tort and alleged that the defendant, whose conduct was described as willful and wanton, wrongfully discharged the plaintiff for filing the compensation claim. Id.
6 Id. at 1023, 366 N.E.2d at 1146.
7 51 Ill. App. 3d at 1022, 366 N.E.2d at 1146; 51 Ill. App. 3d at 1017, 366 N.E.2d at 1142.
9 Id. at 1020-21, 366 N.E.2d at 1144-45.
employed "at will," the court held that Kelsay's employment was terminable by either party "with or without cause and with no right of action for discharge." In contrast, the panel that decided Leach v. Lauhoff Grain Co. held that the plaintiff was entitled to relief. Notwithstanding its acknowledgment of the rule that an at-will employee ordinarily may be terminated for any or no cause, the Leach court declared that the state's policy of compensating injured workers overrode the employer's right to discharge where "the firing [was] for the ulterior purpose of evading liability under the [worker's compensation law]."'

The purpose of this Note is to examine the at-will doctrine, which states that an employment contract for an indefinite term is terminable at the will of either the employer or the employee.15

10 Id. at 1017, 366 N.E.2d at 1142. Although the plaintiff cited several cases wherein the courts had relied on public policy considerations to limit the at-will employer's right to discharge, id. at 1019-20, 366 N.E.2d at 1143-44, the Kelsay court maintained that the Illinois legislature had intended to implement the public policy of its worker's compensation laws only through the imposition of criminal penalties. Id. at 1020, 366 N.E.2d at 1144; see Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 48, § 138.26 (Smith-Hurd 1969 & Supp. 1979). Thus, the court concluded that it would constitute impermissible "judicial legislation" to imply that the statute authorized a cause of action in tort as an additional enforcement mechanism. Id. at 1020, 366 N.E.2d at 1144 (citing Loucks v. Star City Glass Co., 551 F.2d 745 (7th Cir. 1977)).

Presiding Justice Craven filed a strong dissent. Characterizing the discharge of Kelsay as an "outrageous" violation of public policy, the dissent disputed the majority's immunization of the defendant's conduct from common-law liability. 51 Ill. App. 3d at 1021, 366 N.E.2d at 1145 (Craven, P.J., dissenting). Justice Craven reasoned that if the employer retains complete freedom to fire an employee in retaliation for filing a worker's compensation claim, most injured employees will be reluctant to pursue their claims for compensation. Thus, the holding of the majority granted the employer the "best of both worlds": no common-law liability and little likelihood of a claim being filed under worker's compensation. Id. at 1021, 366 N.E.2d at 1145 (Craven, P.J., dissenting).

It should be noted that Kelsay appealed, and the Illinois Supreme Court reversed, employing a rationale similar to that of Presiding Justice Craven. 74 Ill. 2d 172, 384 N.E.2d 353 (1978).

12 Id. at 1022-23, 366 N.E.2d at 1146.
13 Id. at 1024, 366 N.E.2d at 1147.
14 Id. at 1026, 366 N.E.2d at 1148. Presiding Justice Craven, author of the Leach opinion, used much of the logic employed in his Kelsay dissent. Id.; see note 10 supra. The court found a strong public policy in favor of providing financial and medical benefits to the victims of work-related injuries. 51 Ill. App. 3d at 1026, 366 N.E.2d at 1148. Thus, it refused to allow an at-will employer to thwart this policy by using his power of termination. Id.
15 Under the traditional common law, when a contract for employment expressly qualified the terms of employment, the courts enforced the wishes of the parties. E.g., Egbert v. Sun Co., 126 F. 568 (E.D. Pa. 1903); see Johns v. Graham & Morton Transp. Co., 51 Mich. 539, 16 N.W. 893 (1883). In cases where no term was specified, however, the "American" rule has been that a contract setting forth an employee's compensation in terms of weekly, monthly, annual or other periods, but otherwise silent as to duration, was considered a con-
After a discussion of the historical development of the doctrine, recent legislative efforts and cases that have created exceptions to the at-will rule will be analyzed. Finally, the Note will articulate a standard in an attempt to lend some semblance of uniformity to the inconsistent case law. Theories of recovery will be analyzed, and the burden of proof necessary to satisfy the proposed standard under each theory also will be discussed.

**HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE**

**Development of the At-Will Doctrine**


Similarly, characterizing the employment as "permanent" was insufficient to take it out of the at-will category. E.g., Milligan v. Union Corp., 87 Mich. App. 179, 182, 274 N.W.2d 10, 12 (1978); Burkheimer v. Gealy, 39 N.C. App. 450, 454, 250 S.E.2d 678, 682 (1979); Forrer v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 36 Wis. 2d 388, 392-93, 153 N.W.2d 587, 589 (1967); J. CALAMARI & J. PERILLO, supra, § 23, at 32.

Laissez-faire, a theory which opposes governmental "interference" with economic affairs, has been characterized as follows:

Society, having for its object the prevention of individuals from injuring each other, has no control over industry until it becomes harmful. The nature of industry is to struggle against a rival industry, by a perfectly free competition, with efforts to obtain an intrinsic superiority. . . . Of the rights, that society certainly possesses, it results that it does not possess a right to employ against the industry of one, in favor of another, the power and the means that were given it for the benefit of all.

B. TWISS, LAWYERS AND THE CONSTITUTION 45-46 (1942) (quoting brief for plaintiff upon Reargument at 46 (Appendix), Butcher's Benevolent Ass'n v. Crescent City Live-Stock Landing & Slaughter House Co., 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1872)).
sisted on freedom of bargaining as a "fundamental and indispensa-
ble requisite of progress." It was asserted that only by free
bargaining could the employer reach an agreement with the em-
ployee that was satisfactory to both. The at-will doctrine is a
product of this era. Rather than evolving from judicial decisions
or legislative mandate, the rule apparently originated in a treatise
on the law of master and servant. Nevertheless, the majority of
American jurisdictions adopted the doctrine as a matter of
of course. The legal underpinning of the rule was primarily the con-
tractual principle of mutuality of obligation. The principle pre-
sumed, as do most contractual principles, equality of bargaining
power between the parties to the agreement. Thus, since it was
never assumed that an employee was employed permanently or for
a fixed period and therefore was free to terminate the employment

19 (1967).


22 A necessary assumption was that the employer and employee had comparable bar-
gaining power. While this may have been true at one time, see Y. BRENNER, supra note 20,
at 210, it is apparent that this is no longer the case, see notes 32-42 and accompanying text
infra. See generally A. JAY, MANAGEMENT AND MACHIABELLI (1967).

23 See Note, A Remedy for the Discharge of Professional Employees Who Refuse to
Perform Unethical or Illegal Acts: A Proposal in Aid of Professional Ethics, 28 VAND.
Rule, 20 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 118 (1976); Note, A Common Law Action for the Abusively
Discharged Employee, 26 HASTINGS L.J. 1435 (1975).

24 H. WOOD, MASTER AND SERVANT § 134 (1877). In this work, the author proclaimed:
With us the rule is inflexible that a general or indefinite hiring is prima facie a
hiring at will, and if the servant seeks to make it out a yearly hiring, the burden is
upon him to establish it by proof. A hiring at so much a day, week, month, or
year, no time being specified, is an indefinite hiring, and no presumption attaches
that it was for a day even, but only at the rate fixed for whatever time the party
may serve.

Id. As support for his conclusion Wood merely cited four cases: Wilder v. United States, 5
Ct. Cl. 462 (1869), rev'd on other grounds, 80 U.S (13 Wall.) 254 (1871); De Briar v. Min-
turn, 1 Cal. 450 (1851); Tatterson v. Suffolk Mfg. Co., 106 Mass. 56 (1870); Franklin Mining
Co. v. Harris, 24 Mich. 115 (1871). Ironically, none of these cases supported him. Note, Im-

25 See, e.g., Haney v. Caldwell, 35 Ark. 156 (1879); Greer v. Arlington Mills Mfg. Co., 17
(1895). See generally Blades, supra note 20; Summers, Individual Protection Against Un-
just Dismissal: Time for a Statute, 62 VA. L. REV. 481 (1976); Note, Employment Contracts
of Unspecified Duration, 42 COLUM. L. REV. 107 (1942); Note, Implied Contract Rights to

26 The concept of mutuality of obligation provides that unless both parties to a contract
are bound, neither is bound. J. CALAMARI & J. PERILLO, supra note 15, § 67; see 1 S. WILLIS-
TON, CONTRACTS § 105A (3d ed. 1957). The doctrine of mutuality of obligation, however, has
been disfavored in recent years. See note 39 infra.
relationship at any time, it was reasoned that the employer must also have the right to dismiss the employee for any or no reason.27

The rather harsh effects of this rule, however, soon became apparent. In one case,28 for example, an at-will employee alleged that he had been discharged solely because his immediate superior had been unsuccessful in an attempt to alienate the affections of the plaintiff's wife.29 In dismissing the action, the court held that the plaintiff's discharge was legal "regardless of the motive or malice which actuated it."30 This holding was typical of the approach taken by many courts that the at-will employee could be terminated "for good cause, for no cause, or even cause morally wrong, without being thereby guilty of legal wrong."31

27 Pitcher v. United Oil & Gas Syndicate, Inc., 174 La. 66, 139 So. 760 (1932). The Pitcher court explained why an employment for an indefinite term was terminable at will as follows:

The reason . . . is obvious. An employee is never presumed to engage his services permanently, thereby cutting himself off from all chances of improving his condition; indeed, in this land of opportunity it would be against public policy and the spirit of our institutions that any man should thus handicap himself . . . . And if the contract of employment be not binding on the employee . . . then it cannot be binding upon the employer; there would be lack of "mutuality."

Id. at 67, 139 So. at 761.


29 Id. at 377, 178 So. at 895.

30 Id. at 378, 178 So. at 896.


By the early twentieth century, the absolute power of the employer to discharge an at-will employee had been raised to a constitutional right. In Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1 (1915), the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional a Kansas state law that outlawed the firing of employees for union membership. Id. at 26. The Court relied on Adair v. United States, 208 U.S. 161 (1908), which held a similar federal statute unconstitutional. Id. at 180.
Erosion of the Theory Underlying the At-Will Doctrine

With the development of an industrial and technologically advanced America, it became clear that the individual employee and the employer generally did not have equal bargaining power. The inferiority of the employee's position may be attributed to the immobility of the worker, which was then and is now the result of several factors. First, and most important, the employee characteristically relies only on his employment for his livelihood. Secondly, the worker typically accrues retirement, medical, vacation, and other benefits in direct relation to his longevity in a particular position. The value of the benefits can be substantial, and when considered in conjunction with the progressive-with-time nature of most pay scales, they can further impede the mobility of the average laborer. A third factor tending to restrict the ability of workers to change jobs freely is specialization. As the employee's work

Although the Court later overruled these cases and upheld the power of Congress to protect union activities, NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937), it specifically noted that its decision would not affect the right of the employer to fire for any reason other than union activity. Id. at 45-46.

Although the rapid expansion of the early American industrial economy created jobs at a rate sufficient to provide work for those displaced as a result of technological advances and, at the same time, accommodated the increase in the size of the work force caused by a substantially increasing population, this situation was short lived. Y. Brenner, supra note 20, at 210-11. Inevitably, the number of qualified workers began to exceed the number of available positions. As a result, the employer acquired significant leverage in negotiating employment contracts. The effects of the inequality in bargaining position were shown in the long hours and poor working conditions experienced by most of the labor force. As late as 1920, for example, the steel industry worked a 12-hour day and a 72-hour week, with a 24-hour shift every two weeks. J. Galbraith, supra note 20, at 114-15.

This is supported by data collected in the 1970 Census which indicated that young workers are the most mobile members of the labor force. For example, among male workers aged 20-29 in 1965, 51.4% of them had changed jobs at least once by 1970. In contrast, the percentage of those who had changed in the 30-39 age group (37.5%) and the over 60 age group (12%) decreased significantly and in direct proportion to their ages. BNA [1977] LABOR RELATIONS Y.B. 59.

becomes more specialized, the range of employment opportunities for which he is qualified diminishes. Thus, mutuality of obligation, which relied on substantial equality of bargaining power between parties to a contractual relation, no longer remains persuasive as a justification of the at-will doctrine.

It has long been recognized that as an unexpected product of freedom of bargaining, the employer's unfettered power of discharge has enabled him to influence significantly the activities of his employees. Fear of dismissal provides the employer with the power to affect the conduct of the employee in matters having little or no connection with the workplace. Thus, the ability to terminate the employment relation has proven to be a potent tool in the hands of the unscrupulous employer. Moreover, since this influence may be implicit as well as explicit, even the ethical employer has the potential to control the nonwork-related lives of his employees.

**LEGISLATIVE RESTRICTION OF THE EMPLOYER'S ABSOLUTE RIGHT OF DISCHARGE**

The first major legislative break with the at-will rule came with the passage of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA). In addition to fostering the growth of collective bar-
gaining agreements, the NLRA prohibits an employer from discriminating in employment to deter union membership. This statutory restriction of the employer's right of discharge is especially significant because, where it is found that an employee has been wrongfully dismissed, one of the remedies available to him is reinstatement. Similar laws have been enacted in many states, and parallel statutes have extended like protection to a majority of public employees.

Since 1935, both the states and the federal government have continued to limit the employer's formerly absolute power of discharge. For example, veterans, debtors, the elderly, and jurors are statutorily protected from wrongful dismissal. Other laws, such as those prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex, although not expressly directed toward remedying the inequalities inherent in the employ-
ment relationship, also have circumscribed the employer's authority to fire an employee.\textsuperscript{64}

Notwithstanding these significant limitations, the essence of the at-will doctrine, the arbitrary power of dismissal, has not been eviscerated. The extension of legislative safeguards has been a piecemeal affair; indeed no state has gone so far as to bar wrongful or abusive discharges.\textsuperscript{65} By default, the judiciary has begun a perceptible move toward further limiting the operation of the at-will doctrine.\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{JUDICIAL EXCEPTIONS TO THE AT-WILL DOCTRINE}

\textit{Early Cases}

The first major judicial limitation of the at-will doctrine\textsuperscript{67} was

\textsuperscript{64} Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e (1976), makes it an unlawful employment practice to discharge an employee because of his race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, or because the employee opposed any practice made unlawful by Title VII, or made a charge or otherwise participated in any investigation, proceeding or hearing under Title VII, id. §§ 2000e-2(a), 2000e-3(a) (1976).

\textsuperscript{65} In contrast to the United States, many other countries provide much broader protection to employees. Summers, supra note 25, at 508-19.

\textsuperscript{66} It has been asserted that judicial limitation of the at-will doctrine is the "best" means. See Geary v. United States Steel Corp., 466 Pa. 171, 188, 319 A.2d 174, 182 (1974) (Roberts, J., dissenting); note 107 and accompanying text infra. But see Summers, supra note 25.

\textsuperscript{67} Some of the earlier cases circumvented the operation of the at-will rule, not by creating exceptions to it, but by finding that the employment was not for an indefinite term. For example, several courts, although acknowledging the "American rule" that a contractual provision stating compensation in terms of a specific time period does not create a presumption of employment for that length of time, see note 15 supra, have held that when considered with other relevant circumstances, the compensation clause may support an inference of a hiring for such period. \textit{E.g.}, Testard v. Penn-Jersey Auto Stores Inc., 154 F. Supp. 160, (E.D. Pa. 1956); Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co. v. Younge, 103 Ind. App. 439, 8 N.E.2d 426 (1937); Fountain v. Oreck's, Inc., 246 Minn. 202, 71 N.W.2d 646 (1955); Henkel v. Educational Research Council of America, 45 Ohio St. 2d 249, 344 N.E.2d 118 (1976).

Some courts have even subscribed to the "English rule" that if compensation is expressed in terms of a time period, it is presumed that the hiring is for a definite term equal to the specified period. Chas. S. Stift Co. v. Florsheim, 203 Ark. 1043, 159 S.W.2d 748 (1942); Putnam v. Producers' Live Stock Mktg. Ass'n, 256 Ky. 196, 75 S.W.2d 1075 (1934); Shenn v. Fair-Tex Mills, Inc., 26 App. Div. 2d 282, 273 N.Y.S.2d 876 (1st Dep't 1966); Delzell v. Pope, 200 Tenn. 641, 294 S.W.2d 690 (1956). See also Adams v. Fitzpatrick, 125 N.Y. 124, 26 N.E. 143 (1891).

Other courts have forestalled the application of the at-will doctrine by enforcing contracts purporting to make the employment permanent. Although the general rule is that a contract for permanent employment is for an indefinite period and therefore falls within the ambit of the at-will rule, see note 15 supra, where the employee has given consideration in addition to the services for which he was hired, the courts have stated that the contract of employment was enforceable and valid and not terminable at the will of either party. \textit{E.g.},
announced in 1959 by a California appellate court in *Petermann v. Teamsters Local 396*. The plaintiff claimed that the employer had instructed him to commit perjury and that he was fired because of his refusal to do so. The *Petermann* court acknowledged that an employment agreement that fails to specify a fixed period of duration is generally terminable at the will of either party. Nevertheless, the court decided that in order fully to effectuate California's public policy against perjury, a restriction of the employer's power to discharge was necessary. Accordingly, Petermann was held to have stated a cause of action for breach of the employment contract.

The *Petermann* decision represented a significant, albeit limited, break with the absoluteness of the at-will doctrine. The court proclaimed that where the dismissal of an at-will employee violates the public policy of the state as expressed by statute, the employee may recover damages. Significantly, the *Petermann* panel apparently accorded little weight to the absence of a corresponding infringement on the employee's right to terminate the at-will relationship.

Several years after *Petermann* was decided, the Indiana Supreme Court similarly allowed an at-will employee to pursue a wrongful discharge action against his former employer. In
Frampton v. Central Indiana Gas Co.,\(^6^4\) the court held that a dismissal in contravention of the state’s public policy as announced in its worker’s compensation act\(^6^5\) constituted “an intentional, wrongful act on the part of the employer” for which the employee was entitled to full compensation in damages.\(^6^6\) It was not until 1974, however, that the courts began to explore the possibility of carving out an exception to the at-will rule that was not confined to statutorily pronounced mandates of public policy. The highest courts in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts addressed the question and arrived at different conclusions.

The first case, Monge v. Beebe Rubber Co.,\(^6^7\) was an action for breach of contract.\(^6^8\) The plaintiff claimed that when she refused to go out with her foreman, he embarked on a program of demotion and harassment with the acquiescence of the company’s personnel manager.\(^6^9\) Ultimately, the plaintiff was discharged.\(^7^0\) Sustaining the plaintiff’s judgment,\(^7^1\) the New Hampshire Supreme Court proclaimed:

> We hold that a termination by the employer of a contract of employment at will which is motivated by bad faith or malice or based on retaliation is not in the best interest of the economic system or the public good and constitutes a breach of the employment contract.\(^7^2\)


\(^{6^5}\) Id. at 250, 297 N.E.2d at 426. Frampton alleged that she had been discharged solely in retaliation for the filing. Id. at 253, 297 N.E.2d at 428.

\(^{6^6}\) Id. at 253, 297 N.E.2d at 428. The court stated that although at-will employees generally may be dismissed without cause, when the discharge results solely from the employee’s exercise of a “statutorily conferred right an exception to the general rule must be recognized.” Id. Analogizing the Frampton case to a landlord-tenant action for “retaliatory eviction,” the court concluded that fear of retaliation for filing a worker’s compensation claim “undermines a critically important public policy.” Id. at 252-53, 297 N.E.2d at 428.

\(^{6^7}\) 114 N.H. 130, 316 A.2d 549 (1974).

\(^{6^8}\) Id. at 130, 316 A.2d at 550.

\(^{6^9}\) Id. at 131-32, 316 A.2d at 550-51.

\(^{7^0}\) Id. at 131-32, 316 A.2d at 551.

\(^{7^1}\) Id. at 134, 316 A.2d at 552.

\(^{7^2}\) Id. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551.

The dissent in Monge took issue with “the broad new unprecedented law laid down” by the majority. Id. at 135, 316 A.2d at 553 (Grimes, J., dissenting). Justice Grimes declared that neither Petermann nor Frampton, see notes 58-66 and accompanying text supra, supported the majority’s holding. 114 N.H. at 135-36, 316 A.2d at 553 (Grimes, J., dissenting). The dissent also noted that Monge was a union member and that she failed to pursue the grievance procedure prescribed in the collective bargaining agreement. Id. at 136, 316 A.2d
EMPLOYMENT AT-WILL

The court cited the *Petermann* and *Frampton* holdings as support for its decision. Unlike these cases, however, there was no statutory public policy prohibiting the discharge in *Monge*. Rather, the New Hampshire court announced an expansive public policy exception to the at-will doctrine that was not limited to legislative declarations of public policy. Another significant aspect of the decision in *Monge* was the court’s recognition of the importance of achieving a proper balance between the interests of the employer in efficiently managing his business and that of the employee in retaining his employment.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court was presented an opportunity to adopt a similar broad public policy exception to the at-will rule in *Geary v. United States Steel Corp.* George Geary, employed as a salesman by the United States Steel Corporation for 14 years, questioned the safety of one of the company’s new products since, in Geary’s opinion, it had been inadequately tested. When the plaintiff informed his superiors of his concern, he was told to “follow directions.” Geary agreed to do so, but later expressed his misgivings about the new product to a vice president in charge of sales. Allegedly because of his efforts to ensure that only a safe product be marketed, Geary was discharged. He then brought an action against his former employer, in which he sought compensatory and punitive damages for injury to his reputation in the industry, for mental anguish, and for financial harm.

---

at 553. Although union members must exhaust the grievance machinery as a prerequisite to seeking judicial relief, the argument apparently was never made in this case. See Note, *A Common Law Action for the Abusively Discharged Employee*, 26 Hastings L.J. 1435, 1437 n.9 (1975).

73 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551.


75 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551 (citing Note, *California’s Controls on Employer Abuse of Employee Rights*, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 1015 (1970)). The court believed that its ruling would not interfere with the legitimate concerns of either the employer or employee. 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551-52.


77 Id. at 173, 319 A.2d at 175.

78 Id.

79 Id.

80 Id. As a result of his efforts, the product was re-evaluated and withdrawn from the market. Id. at 173-74, 319 A.2d at 175.

81 Id. at 174, 316 A.2d at 175.

82 Id.
The court first recognized the traditional rule that absent a provision to the contrary, the law has “taken for granted” the power of either party to an at-will employment contract to terminate the relationship for any or no reason. Addressing the argument that the defendant’s conduct constituted the tortious act of “malicious abuse of recognized rights,” the court stated that the cause of action requires “an element of specific intent to cause harm or accomplish an ulterior purpose.” Geary, however, had failed to satisfy his burden of proof. Nevertheless the Geary court opined that “there are areas of an employee’s life in which his employer has no legitimate interest.” Although a cause of action might be premised upon an intrusion into one of these areas

---

83 Id. at 175, 319 A.2d at 176. The court cited as support the Restatement of Torts § 762 (1939) which states:

One who causes intended or unintended harm to another merely by refusing to enter into a business relation with the other or to continue a business relation terminable at his will is not liable for that harm if the refusal is not
(a) a breach of the actor's duty to the other arising from the nature of the actor's business or from a legislative enactment, or
(b) a means of accomplishing an illegal effect on competition, or
(c) part of a concerted refusal by a combination of persons of which he is a member.

Conceding that economic conditions have changed radically since the formulation of the Restatement rule, 456 Pa. at 176, 319 A.2d at 176, the court refused to grant Geary relief. Id. at 176, 319 A.2d at 180. The majority commented: “Appellant candidly admits that he is beckoning us into uncharted territory. No court in this Commonwealth has ever recognized a non-statutory cause of action for an employer's termination of an at-will employment relationship.” Id. at 174, 319 A.2d at 175.

84 Id. at 178, 319 A.2d at 177.

85 Id.

86 Id. at 179, 319 A.2d at 177-78. Refusing to hold that the tort requires only a showing of general intent “in the sense that an employer knew or should have known the probable consequences of his act” the court stated that such a rule essentially would nullify an employer’s right of discharge “for some degree of harm is normally foreseeable whenever an employee is dismissed.” Id. at 178, 319 A.2d at 177. Moreover, the court observed that a general intent theory might permit an employer to interfere with an employee’s right to change jobs. Id. at 178 n.8, 319 A.2d at 179 n.8.

Similarly, the court was not convinced by Geary’s contention that, because he had acted in the best interests of the public and his employer, he should be protected from dismissal in retaliation for questioning the marketing of a potentially dangerous product. Id. at 181, 319 A.2d at 178. Since Geary was neither responsible for nor qualified to make an expert judgment in matters of product safety, id., 319 A.2d at 178-79, the court considered his argument equivalent to a claim for protection from dismissal based on his good intentions, id. at 181, 319 A.2d at 179. The court concluded, however, that “[t]he everpresent threat of suit”—a likely result of recognizing a cause of action based upon such a claim—could interfere with an employer’s legitimate hiring process and normal operational procedures. Id. at 181-82, 319 A.2d at 179-80.
through the employer's power of discharge, the court held that to be actionable, the intrusion would have to violate a "clear mandate of public policy," a criterion not met under the facts.

A few years after Geary was decided, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts considered the issue. In Fortune v. National Cash Register Co., a salesman with 40 years of service alleged that his employer had discharged him to avoid paying commissions on a five million dollar sale. While the plaintiff admitted that his employment was at-will, he contended that the dismissal was in bad faith and constituted a breach of the employment contract. The defendant, in contrast, argued that an at-will employer's motives in terminating the employment relationship are irrelevant. The court held that the employer's reasons for the dismissal could be considered by the jury because the plaintiff's contract "contain[ed] an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and a termination not made in good faith [would] constitut[e] a breach . . . ." Emphasizing the exceptions that had been fash-

---

* Id. at 184, 319 A.2d at 180.
* Id. at 184-85, 319 A.2d at 180. The court specifically declined to adopt a broad public policy exception to the at-will doctrine.

Justice Roberts vigorously dissented, contending that Geary's discharge offended the public policy of Pennsylvania and that a cause of action for a wrongful discharge should thus be recognized. Noting that courts have granted relief to persons injured by defective merchandise and that the plaintiff had played an important role in removing a potentially dangerous product from the market, id. at 188, 319 A.2d at 181 (Roberts, J., dissenting), Justice Roberts stated that the majority neglected to consider that prevention of injury is a "substantial, clear, and compelling" objective of society, id. at 194, 319 A.2d at 185 (Roberts, J., dissenting) (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 402A (1965)). Stressing the judiciary's obligation "to fashion remedies for the changing circumstances of economic and social reality, id. at 193, 319 A.2d at 185 (Roberts, J., dissenting), the dissent also declared that the "time has surely come to afford unorganized employees an opportunity to prove in court a claim for arbitrary and retaliatory discharge," id. at 188, 319 A.2d at 182 (Roberts, J., dissenting).

* Id. at 99-100, 364 N.E.2d at 1253-54.

Under his employment arrangement with the defendant, Fortune would receive part of the bonus due on sales if a sales territory was assigned to him at the date of the order, and part if the territory was assigned to him at the date of the delivery and installation; if the territory was assigned to him at both times, he would receive the full bonus. Id. at 97-98, 364 N.E.2d at 1253. Fortune alleged that his dismissal was motivated by a desire on the part of the defendant to deprive him of the second part of a commission on the sale of merchandise. Id. The trial court, holding for the plaintiff, awarded him $45,649.62, the stipulated amount of unpaid bonuses. Id. at 101-02 & nn.6-7, 364 N.E.2d at 1255 & nn.6-7.

* Id. at 101, 364 N.E.2d at 1255.
* Id. at 101, 364 N.E.2d at 1256. The court stated that the implied covenant of good faith would not impede the flexibility that an employer must be accorded in running his business and making personnel decisions. Id.
ioned by the judiciary to avoid the "rigidity" of the at-will rule, the court cited Monge as standing for the proposition that

in every contract there is an implied covenant that neither party shall do anything which will have the effect of destroying or injuring the right of the other party to receive the fruits of the contract, which means that in every contract there exists an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

The Fortune court, however, refused to predict future "adherence to so broad a policy," nor would it "speculate . . . whether the good faith requirement is implicit in every contract for employment at will." Rather, the court specifically limited its holding to the facts of the case.

Recent Case Trends

The dissatisfaction with the employment-at-will doctrine continues to grow, and the number of jurisdictions creating exceptions has increased accordingly. While there has been no general ac-

---

84 Id. at 102, 364 N.E.2d at 1256. The court noted that while some courts have fashioned a remedy in tort, see, e.g., Montalvo v. Zamora, 7 Cal. App. 3d 69, 86 Cal. Rptr. 401 (1970); Petermann v. Teamsters Local 396, 174 Cal. App. 2d 184, 344 P.2d 25 (1959); Frampton v. Central Ind. Gas Co., 260 Ind. 249, 297 N.E.2d 425 (1973); Nees v. Hocks, 272 Or. 210, 536 P.2d 512 (1975), it would proceed in this case on the basis of breach of contract. 373 Mass. at 102, 364 N.E.2d at 1256. For a discussion of the various causes of action used to limit the arbitrary power of dismissal given the employer under the at-will doctrine, see notes 119-143 and accompanying text infra.

85 373 Mass. at 104, 364 N.E.2d at 1257 (emphasis in original) (quoting Kirke La Shelle Co. v. Paul Armstrong Co., 263 N.Y. 79, 87, 188 N.E. 163, 167 (1933)).

86 373 Mass. at 104, 364 N.E.2d at 1257.

87 Id. at 104-05, 364 N.E.2d at 1257. The court stated that when a principal attempts to deprive an agent of compensation by terminating the contractual relationship, the principal has acted in bad faith, thus entitling the agent to his commission. Id.

acceptance of the broad public policy exception promulgated by the Monge court, the cases that have permitted at-will employees to state causes of action for wrongful discharge have not limited themselves to the "clear mandate of public policy" requirement of Geary. Thus, these decisions have allowed recovery even where a dismissal did not contravene a statutory public policy. Instead, the courts have accepted and rejected specific limitations to the at-will rule in an attempt to protect the legitimate concerns of both the employer and the employee under the particular facts. Underlying this judicial circumscription of the at-will doctrine, however, is a slow expansion of the idea that all discharged employees, regardless of their at-will status, are entitled to judicial redress where termination of their employment transgresses a substantial public policy. Thus, at-will employees have been found to state causes of action where they were discharged for refusal to commit an unlawful or unethical act for asserting certain statutory


There was at least some indication in the Geary decision that the "clear mandate of public policy" requirement would only be satisfied where the state's public policy was embodied in statutory law. See 456 Pa. at 183 n.16, 319 A.2d at 180 n.16; Beidler v. W.R. Grace, Inc., 461 F. Supp. 1013, 1015 (E.D. Pa. 1978). But see Davis v. United States Steel Supply, Div. of U.S. Steel Corp., 581 F.2d 335 (3d Cir. 1978).


In light of Petermann, it is clear that "[i]t would be obnoxious to the interests of the state and contrary to public policy and sound morality to allow an employer to discharge an employee... on the ground that the employee declined to commit... an act specifically enjoined by statute." Petermann, 174 Cal. App. 2d at 188-89, 344 P.2d at 27.
rights,\(^{103}\) for absence from work because of jury duty service in state courts,\(^{104}\) and for "blowing the whistle" on illegal employer activities.\(^{105}\)


Although the courts have been less receptive to recognizing an exception to the at-will doctrine where the termination was based upon the employee's refusal to perform an unethical act, see, e.g., Hinrichs v. Transalpina Hosp., 382 So. 2d 1130, 1131 (Ala. 1977); Lampe v. Presbyterian Medical Center, 41 Colo. App. 465, 590 P.2d 513 (1978), at least one court has indicated that an exception should be allowed where the employer attempts to compel the employee to violate "a reasonably supportable ethical standard," Pierce v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., 166 N.J. Super. 335, 343, 399 A.2d 1023, 1027 (1979). For a discussion favoring adoption of an exception in this area, see Note, A Remedy for the Discharge of Professional Employees Who Refuse to Perform Unethical or Illegal Acts: A Proposal in Aid of Professional Ethics, 28 Vand. L. Rev. 805 (1975).

\(^{103}\) The worker compensation cases have been the primary vehicle for limiting the at-will doctrine where an employee was dismissed for exercising statutory rights. See, e.g., Kelsay v. Motorola, Inc., 74 Ill. 2d 172, 384 N.E.2d 353 (1978); Frampton v. Central Ind. Gas Co., 260 Ind. 249, 297 N.E.2d 425 (1973); Sventko v. Kroger Co., 69 Mich. App. 664, 245 N.W.2d 151 (1976); notes 1-14, 64-66 and accompanying text supra. This exception to the at-will rule has been extended to several other areas. See, e.g., Perks v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 611 F.2d 1363 (3d Cir. 1979) (refusal to submit to polygraph test where statute proscribed employer use of device); Montalvo v. Zamora, 7 Cal. App. 3d 69, 590 Cal. Rptr. 401 (1970) (exercise of rights under minimum wage law); Glen v. Clearman's Golden Cock Inn, Inc., 192 Cal. App. 2d, 13 Cal Rptr. 769 (1961) (exercise of right to encourage unionism).


\(^{105}\) Harless v. First Nat'l Bank, 246 S.E.2d 270 (W. Va. 1978); see Hoopes v. City of Chester, 475 F. Supp. 1214, 1223 n.4 (E.D. Pa. 1979). In Harless, the court held that the plaintiff had stated a cause of action by alleging that he was fired because he reported violations of the consumer credit laws by his employer. 246 S.E.2d at 275. This tempering of the at-will rule was permitted because the court found that the employer's motivation for the discharge violated a "substantial public policy principle, viz, that of protecting consumers of credit." 246 S.E.2d at 275. A "whistle blowing" exception, however, generally has met judicial resistance. See, e.g., Percival v. General Motors Corp., 539 F.2d 1126 (8th Cir. 1976); Goodroe v. Georgia Power Co., 148 Ga. App. 193, 251 S.E.2d 51 (1978); Martin v. Platt, 386 N.E.2d 1028 (Ind. Ct. App. 1979); Walsh v. Consolidated Freightways, Inc., 278 Or. 347, 563 P.2d 1205 (1977). Congress, however, has accorded whistle blowers significant protection. For example, several legislative schemes prohibit the dismissal of employees who reveal violations of their provisions. E.g., 29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(4) (1976) (NLRA); 29 U.S.C. § 215(a)(3) (1976) (Federal Fair Labor Standards Act); 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8)(A) (Supp. 1979) (Civil Service Reform Act of 1978). The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 authorizes the Merit Systems Protection Board to remedy
Providing Remedies for the Wrongfully Discharged At-Will Employee

Standard For Dismissal

Notwithstanding the significant judicial inroads on the once inviolable employment-at-will doctrine, the state legislatures have failed to respond by statutorily mandating that all discharges be supported by just cause. 106 Because of the complex relationships in any employment situation and the important interests of the employer, the employee, and society that are inevitably implicated, a flexible, uniform standard implemented by the judiciary may be best suited in this area of the law. 107 The courts, however, have taken approaches as inconsistent as the present legislative exceptions to the at-will doctrine. 108 Rather than examining individual discharges to determine if the firing contravened a substantial public policy, it is suggested that the judiciary recognize the importance of balancing the interests of both parties in the employment relationship. 109

A standard of good faith would appear to accommodate the retaliatory discharges caused by:

- a disclosure of information by an employee . . . which the employee . . . reasonably believes evidences—
  - (i) a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or
  - (ii) mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety,

if such disclosure is not specifically prohibited by law and if such information is not specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or the conduct of foreign affairs.

Id.

These statutory proclamations evince a public policy in favor of “blowing the whistle.” It is submitted, therefore, that judicial protection for whistle blowers is warranted, for employees who expose not only illegal acts, as was the case in Harless, but also activity that the employee reasonably believes constitutes reckless or intentional misconduct or that violates a reasonably supportable ethical standard. See generally Report of the Conference on Professional Responsibility, Whistle Blowing (1972).

106 But cf. Ga. Code Ann. § 66-101 (1979) (payment of wages for a stipulated period raises a presumption that hiring is for same period). While no states have abrogated the doctrine, the territory of Puerto Rico has abolished the at-will rule, substituting a standard of good cause. See P.R. Laws Ann. tit. 29, § 185a (Supp. 1978).


108 Compare notes 43-56 and accompanying text supra with notes 98-105 and accompanying text supra.

109 See Fortune, 373 Mass. at 102, 364 N.E.2d at 1256; Monge, 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551.
often-competing interests of the employer and the employee\(^{110}\) and thus should be employed.\(^{111}\) Accordingly, only where the dismissal was in bad faith would an employee be entitled to recover. A finding of bad faith would be improper where the employer can establish a legitimate business purpose for discharging an at-will employee. The good faith standard, thereby, would afford the employer with the wide discretion in the hiring and firing process that is necessitated by the vicissitudes of the business world.\(^{112}\) Moreover, because the employer's decision to discharge sometimes may involve considerations of a highly subjective nature, the factfinder should never be permitted to presume bad faith.\(^{113}\) To

\(^{110}\) One author who posited that the employer's interest in "efficiency" and the employee's concern with "security" are inherently conflicting reasoned:

For the employer, the cornerstone of the employment contract in our system of economic organization is his "right" to discharge. That "right" is necessary to reinforce the "right" of command, legitimated in capitalist ideology as an attribute of private ownership, to protect production against "disruptive" conduct, and to organize operations so as to extract the maximum profit. . . . For the employee, dismissal is the capital punishment of industry. He and his family face the possibility of a long period of economic hardship . . . and grave social and psychological upheavals, particularly if he has to uproot his family to a new area in search of work.


\(^{111}\) The good faith standard would greatly contribute to safeguarding the interests of the at-will employee in his job security. See Monge v. Beebe Rubber Co., 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551-52. In addition, it has been observed that the "just cause" standard permits the employer to proscribe employee conduct, within reasonable bounds, and to specify employee activity adequate for dismissal. See Summers, supra note 25, at 501-02. Thus, it is clear that the less restrictive good faith standard of liability would not "interfere with the employer's normal exercise of his right to discharge, which is necessary to permit him to operate his business efficiently and profitably." Monge, 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 552.

\(^{112}\) Fortune, 373 Mass. at 102, 364 N.E.2d at 1256; accord, Percival v. General Motors Corp., 539 F.2d 1126, 1130 (8th Cir. 1976). Attempts to narrow the application of the at-will rule sometimes have been challenged because of fear of the harmful consequences of placing limitations on the right of an employer to run his business. Early in the twentieth century, similar apprehensions caused the elevation of the power of discharge to a constitutional right. See Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1, 11 (1915); Adair v. United States, 208 U.S. 161, 172 (1908), discussed at note 31 supra. The notion that the employer's absolute right to discharge is constitutionally protected, however, has long been discredited, see NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 43-49 (1937), and it has become increasingly apparent that it is the employee, not the employer, who needs to be safeguarded in the employment relation, see notes 32-42 and accompanying text supra.

\(^{113}\) In some situations, an employer may not be able to establish a good working relationship with an employee because of their differences in business standards or personalities. It is suggested, therefore, that an employer should not always be required to employ someone whom he does not like on a personal or business level. This argument seems particularly convincing in a small organization where there often is an element of interpersonal
the contrary, the employee should be required to prove by clear and convincing evidence that the employer was motivated *solely* by reasons unconnected to any proper business interest.\textsuperscript{114}

From the perspective of the at-will employee, a good faith standard of dismissal would provide certainty and security. Although dismissal based solely upon subjective dislike may not always constitute bad faith,\textsuperscript{115} this would be true only where the dislike rose to the level of interfering with the business. In addition, the standard of good faith would extend protection to far more at-will employees than has been accomplished by the so called "public policy" exceptions to the at-will rule.\textsuperscript{116}

\textsuperscript{114} A showing of a bad faith reason for dismissal would shift the burden of coming forward to the employer to show that there was a legitimate business reason for the firing. If all the employee can show, however, is that one of the reasons for the discharge was wrongful, he will not have proved bad faith discharge. See, e.g., Sventko v. Kroger Co., 69 Mich. App. 644, 650, 245 N.W.2d 151, 154-55 (1976) (Allen, J., concurring).

\textsuperscript{115} See note 113 infra.

\textsuperscript{116} Since broad circumscription of the at-will doctrine under a good faith standard would do much to protect the interest of all employees in retaining their jobs, it might be feared that the future vitality and growth of labor organizations will be threatened. See, e.g., Peck, *Unjust Discharges From Employment: A Necessary Change in the Law*, 40 OHIO ST. L.J. 1, 3 (1979). Similar to the erosion of the at-will doctrine, the labor union movement developed as a result of the evils generated by the operation of the at-will doctrine to the disparate relationship between the employer and the employee. W. BAER, \textit{Discipline and Discharge Under the Labor Agreement} 1 (1972); Note, \textit{A Common Law Action for the Abusively Discharged Employee}, 26 HASTINGS L.J. 1435, 1448 (1975); see American Steel Foundries v. Tri-City Cent. Trades Council, 257 U.S. 184, 209 (1921); S. COHEN, \textit{Labor in the United States} 61-62 (2d ed. 1966); J. Kuczynski, \textit{A Short History of Labour Conditions Under Industrial Capitalism in the United States of America} 115-23 (1973). Indeed, Congress apparently considered the need for reform to be so urgent that it enacted the NLRA—a statutory exception to the at-will doctrine—to encourage union membership. See notes 43-48 and accompanying text supra. The concept that restriction of the employer's formerly absolute ability to terminate the employment relation poses a threat to future union activity, however, does not survive analysis. While it is true that an important objective of unions and the collective bargaining agreements they negotiate, job security, would to a large extent be satisfied by abolition of the at-will rule, see Peck, supra, at 3, the worker receives much more than employment security from membership in a labor union. Section 9(a) of the NLRA designates "pay, wages, hours of employment, [and] other conditions of employment" as proper subjects for collective bargaining. The courts have interpreted these terms broadly and, therefore, bargaining contracts often provide for pension plans, vacations, holidays, bonus systems, health and welfare programs, promotions and wages, and seniority benefits. See generally BUREAU OF NAT'L AFFAIRS, INC., \textit{Basic Patterns in Union Contracts} (9th ed. 1979). Additionally, even in the area of job security, the protection offered by labor unions is generally superior to that available under a private cause
Theories of Recovery

At-will employees seeking recovery for wrongful discharge have utilized both contract and tort causes of action.\textsuperscript{117} An important criterion to weigh in determining an appropriate theory is the damages available. One important consideration is whether punitive damages can be recovered, since such damages appear necessary to deter the abusive exercise of the at-will employer's power to terminate the employment relationship.\textsuperscript{118} It is submitted, therefore, that unless a cause of action makes punitive damages available, it is an inadequate means of protecting the interest of the at-will employee in retaining his employment.

Contract

Traditionally, the at-will doctrine was invoked to defeat actions framed in contract for lack of consideration or mutuality of obligation.\textsuperscript{119} Modern courts, however, have begun to recognize the contractual nature of the employment relationship, despite the indefinite duration of the contract, and have held that wrongful termination of the status constitutes a breach.\textsuperscript{120} The tendency has been to imply in the contract a covenant to act in good faith.\textsuperscript{121}


\textsuperscript{118} \textit{E.g.}, \textit{Kelsay v. Motorola, Inc.}, 74 Ill. 2d 172, 186-87, 384 N.E.2d 353, 359 (1978); \textit{Nees v. Hocks}, 272 Or. 210, 220, 536 P.2d 512, 516 (1975) (en banc); \textit{Blades, supra} note 20, at 1427.

\textsuperscript{119} See \textit{Blades, supra} note 20, at 1419-21.

\textsuperscript{120} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Fortune}, 373 Mass. at 104, 364 N.E.2d at 1257; \textit{Monge}, 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551.

\textsuperscript{121} \textit{E.g.}, \textit{Fortune}, 373 Mass. at 104, 364 N.E.2d at 1256; \textit{Monge}, 114 N.H. at 133, 316 A.2d at 551.
be successful, therefore, the plaintiff must establish that his employer dismissed him in bad faith.

It is suggested that, although well suited to implementing the good faith standard of liability, the contract cause of action nevertheless is an ineffective remedy for the wrongfully dismissed at-will employee.\textsuperscript{122} While the plaintiff might be awarded loss of earnings\textsuperscript{123} and the cost of finding new employment,\textsuperscript{124} punitive damages would be impermissible under the contract theory of recovery,\textsuperscript{128} as would most claims for mental anguish.\textsuperscript{126} Thus, a cause of action in contract would not provide an effective means of preventing improper dismissals in the first instance.\textsuperscript{127}

\textsuperscript{122} It has been argued, for example, that a cause of action in contract is defective since it leaves unresolved whether an implied cause of action for bad faith discharge “may be negated by contractual disclaimers of obligations or waivers of rights.” Note, A Common Law Action for the Abusively Discharged Employee, 26 Hastings L.J. 1435, 1455 (1975).

\textsuperscript{123} See J. Calamari & J. Perillo, supra note 39, §§ 14-18. Computing loss of earnings presents some difficulty in the area of at-will employment contracts. See Note, California’s Controls on Employer Abuse of Employee Political Rights, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 1015, 1050-52 (1970). Useful analogy to the measure of damages available in cases where the contract breached was for a definite term cannot be made. In those cases, the wrongfully discharged employee generally is entitled to the salary that would have been payable during the term of the contract, less any income that he can be expected with reasonable diligence to earn during the remainder of the contract period. Quinn v. Straus Broadcasting Group, Inc., 309 F. Supp. 1208, 1209 (S.D.N.Y. 1970); Perry v. Apache Junction Elementary School Dist. #43 Bd. of Trustees, 20 Ariz. App. 561, 564, 514 P.2d 514, 516 (1973); Note, California’s Controls on Employer Abuse of Employee Political Rights, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 1015, 1050-52 (1970). Where a contract is for an indefinite term, however, there is some authority indicating that future damages or wages are not recoverable, see, e.g., Jeter v. Jim Walter Homes, Inc., 414 F. Supp. 791, 792 (W.D. Okla. 1976), and the cases that have allowed recovery of future wages have not been consistent in measuring damages, see, e.g., Rogozinski v. Airstream By Angell, 152 N.J. Super. 133, 144, 377 A.2d 807, 813 (1977); Garza v. United Child Care, Inc., 88 N.M. 30, 31, 536 P.2d 1086, 1087 (1976). One case demonstrates the extent to which future damages might be recoverable. In Bowen v. United States Postal Serv., 470 F. Supp. 1127 (W.D. Va. 1979), the court, in analogous circumstances, computed the damages by using the present value of the plaintiff’s anticipated earnings for the period for which the plaintiff “could reasonably expect to be employed.” Id. at 1129.


\textsuperscript{127} An additional reason why the contract cause of action is not an effective means of redressing wrongfully discharged employees is the denial of the judiciary to allow specific
Tort

In order to take advantage of the wider range of recoverable damages, many at-will plaintiffs have framed their complaints in tort. An unjustified dismissal may be considered tortious basically because it constitutes an unreasonable interference with the interest of the employee in retaining his job. Often, however, the courts have recognized specific, limited tort causes of action, such as the tort of discharge in retaliation for filing a worker's compensation claim. Such theories of recovery have done little to make known to the at-will employer the reasons for upholding dismissals or to alert the employee to the types of activities in which the law will protect him from employer influence through the power of dismissal.

Where plaintiffs have sought damages on broader tort theories, however, difficulties have arisen in overcoming the various proof requirements of the available theories of liability. In one case, for example, the plaintiff unsuccessfully attempted to premise liability on a tort theory analogous to abuse of process. The essence of stating a cause of action in abuse of process is not that the

performance of employment contracts. See 5A A. Corbin, Contracts § 1204 (1964). It is suggested that specific enforcement of an at-will employment contract would, in many instances, be the best method of redressing the injury caused by the breach. See Summers, supra note 25, at 531; Note, California's Controls on Employer Abuse of Employee Political Rights, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 1015, 1047-48 (1970). For example, most collective bargaining contracts provide for reinstatement of wrongfully dismissed workers, see note 116 supra, as do some statutory schemes where employees are discharged in violation of their provisions, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1875(b) (Supp. II 1980) (Jury Systems Improvements Act of 1978). Nevertheless, by reasoning that ordering reinstatement of an employee "would involve difficulty of supervision and . . . forcing the continuance of a distasteful personal relationship," the courts continue to deny specific performance of employment contracts. J. Calamari & J. Perillo, supra note 39, § 16-5. Although there may be circumstances under which specific performance would be unfeasible, see, e.g., England, supra note 110, at 515; note 113 supra, it is suggested that the general practicability of granting specific performance is demonstrated by the success of reinstatement provisions in collective bargaining agreements. See J. Calamari & J. Perillo, supra note 39, § 16-5.

128 See note 117 supra.
130 Kelsay, 74 Ill. 2d at 185, 384 N.E.2d at 357.
131 456 Pa. at 178, 319 A.2d at 177.
mencement of an action was unjustified, but that process was issued for the purpose of accomplishing a goal other than that for which it was designed.\(^{133}\) Thus, notwithstanding that the institution of an action was actuated by a vicious motive, a cause of action for abuse of process will not lie where the process is used only to its proper end.\(^{134}\) Similarly, it has been suggested that a cause of action be recognized for the intentional misuse of the right to discharge. Such an action would be available, it has been argued, even if the employer otherwise had a legal right to discharge the employee. To be successful under the theory, however, the employee would be required to prove that the employer had “an ulterior purpose” for his action.\(^{135}\) This requirement contemplates a firing for the purpose of influencing some future activity of the at-will employee. Wrongful discharges, however, characteristically are made in retaliation for some past act or refusal to act by the employee. Thus, because of the “ulterior purpose” requirement, a tort action analogous to abuse of process often would not be available to the abusively discharged at-will employee.\(^{136}\)
A second tort theory advanced as a viable means of redress for the aggrieved at-will employee is prima facie tort. The primary purpose of this cause of action, which has experienced its greatest development in the New York courts, is the remedy of intentional wrongs that do not fit within any of the traditionally recognized tort categories. It has been defined as follows:

[Intentionally to do that which is calculated in the ordinary course of events to damage, and which does, in fact, damage another in that person's property or trade, is actionable if done without just cause or excuse.]

To recover under the prima facie tort theory, however, an at-will employee would be required to show that the employer's conduct was malicious and that special damages were incurred as a result of the discharge. It is suggested that the combined effect of these proof requirements would constitute a major obstacle in the applying employer misuse of his power of dismissal.


138 See Nees v. Hocks, 272 Or. 210, 213, 536 P.2d 512, 513 (1975) (en banc); W. PROSSER, supra note 129, § 130, at 953 & n.96; Forkosch, supra note 137, at 475.

139 E.g., Aikens v. Wisconsin, 195 U.S. 194, 204 (1904); Knapp Engraving Co. v. Keystone Photo Engraving Corp., 1 App. Div. 2d 170, 172, 148 N.Y.S.2d 635, 637 (1st Dep't 1956). In New York, the doctrine has been used only where the intentional injury could not be redressed under recognized principles. See, e.g., Ruza v. Ruza, 286 App. Div. 767, 769, 146 N.Y.S.2d 808, 810-11 (1st Dep't 1955).


141 See, e.g., Ruza v. Ruza, 286 App. Div. 2d 767, 769, 146 N.Y.S.2d 808, 811 (1st Dep't 1955). Under the interpretation given the malice requirement, the defendant will be liable in prima facie tort only where his motive for the discharge was solely to injure the plaintiff. E.g., Benton v. Kennedy-Van Suan Mfg. & Eng'r Corp., 2 App. Div. 2d 27, 29, 152 N.Y.S.2d 955, 957-58 (1st Dep't 1956); Chin v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 96 Misc. 2d 1070, 1073, 410 N.Y.S.2d 737, 739 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1978), aff'd without opinion, 70 App. Div. 2d 791, 416 N.Y.S.2d 160 (1st Dep't 1979); see Forkosch, supra note 137, at 481. Sometimes, the courts have had difficulty in even establishing any specific intent to harm. See, e.g., Chin v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 96 Misc. 2d 1070, 1074, 410 N.Y.S.2d 737, 740 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1978); Geary, 456 Pa. at 178, 319 A.2d at 177.

ocation of the prima facie tort doctrine to the at-will employment relationship.\textsuperscript{143}

For the reasons noted, none of the above theories provide a wrongfully discharged at-will employee with both an adequate means of redress and a means to discourage an employer's improper actions. An action for "tortious breach of contract,"\textsuperscript{144} however, would appear to be particularly appropriate for fulfilling both of these aims. The theory, based on the principle that bad faith conduct interfering with contractual relationships may be regarded as tortious, has been developed primarily in the area of insurance contracts.\textsuperscript{145} Realizing that "the relationship of the insurer and insured is inherently unbalanced [and that] the adhesive nature of insurance contracts places the insurer in a superior bargaining position," courts have implied a duty on the insurer to deal in good faith with the insured.\textsuperscript{146} The essence of tortious breach of insurance contracts is "the unreasonable conduct of the [insurance] carrier measured against its duty arising under the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing . . . ."\textsuperscript{147} This action has permitted recovery, for example, by an insured where the insurer unreasonably refuses to settle an insurance claim on his behalf.\textsuperscript{148} Signifi-

\textsuperscript{142} Another difficulty with the prima facie tort doctrine is the unwillingness of some courts to apply it. For example, in Nees v. Hocks, 272 Or. 210, 536 P.2d 512 (1975) (en banc), although the plaintiff alleged prima facie tort, the Supreme Court of Oregon opined that "the term serves no purpose in Oregon and we will advance the jurisprudence of this state by eliminating it." \textit{Id.} at 213, 536 P.2d at 513.


significantly, use of the cause of action has been allowed even though the conduct of the insurer also constituted a breach of contract.\textsuperscript{149}

Application of the theory of tortious breach of contract to the relationship between employer and employee is warranted for the same reasons that exist in the insurance field. Adopting such a cause of action would provide adequate protection for both parties. Clearly, the employee's interest in retaining his employment would be safeguarded. The employer's right to effectively manage the organization would also be preserved, since an aggrieved employee must make "a clear showing of bad faith" on the part of the employer before he is able to recover.\textsuperscript{150} In addition, the strict proof requirements under tortious breach of contract,\textsuperscript{151} in conjunction with the good faith standard previously advanced, would protect the employer's business decisions. The elements of proof, however, would not impede recovery for damages resulting from an employer's action that had no legal or social justification. Moreover, upon satisfaction of the proof requirements, a wrongfully dismissed at-will employee would be compensated for loss of wages and any other resultant injury. Importantly, as in other tort alternatives, punitive damages would also be available under this theory.\textsuperscript{152}

**CONCLUSION**

The at-will doctrine, once an absolute bar to actions by discharged at-will employees, has witnessed significant limitations re-

---


\textsuperscript{151} One commentator has posited the following as the elements of tortious breach of contract:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item Duty; the existence of a special relationship . . . which gives rise to the responsibility . . . to deal in good faith . . .
  \item Breach of that duty . . .
  \item Bad faith or unreasonable conduct . . .
  \item Damages proximately caused by the conduct.
\end{enumerate}


cently both by statute and case law. Thus, it is now recognized that there are reasons for discharge entitling an aggrieved employee to damages. These limitations have not required any corresponding restriction of the employee’s right to terminate the employment relationship, apparently in recognition of the development that the legal underpinning of the at-will doctrine—mutuality of obligation—has been undermined because of unequal bargaining power between employer and employee. Nevertheless, the state legislatures have declined to abolish the at-will doctrine and the majority of courts that have adopted exceptions to the traditional rule have done so only on a very limited basis. It is hoped that the future will bring a more realistic approach to the employment relationship by allowing an aggrieved employee to recover damages when he is dismissed in bad faith. A standard of good faith erected in place of the traditional rule will advance the interests of most employees without impinging the substantial rights of businessmen.
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